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Findirrg Sigt als in the Noise
lJsing TwoAnteÍxlas

Use noise cancelling and noise reduction techniques to extract signals from noise.

correlated and the phase difference and
amplitude ratios will be almost constant over
a period of time. When receiving circular
polarized signals the phase difference is +90o

and the amplitudes are equal all over time.

Summary of the New Noise
Reduction Approach

The processing is performed in the
frequency domain at audio frequencies and
is based on a three-dimensional space for
estimating whether it is a signal or noise.
The amplitude ratio and phase difference
can be calculated for each frequency in the
audio spectrum of the two antenna signals
A and B that arrive from the two orthogonal
antennas, and used as apointer to a location
in a two-dimensional (2D) space. The 2D
spaces of all frequencies together make
a single three-dimensional (3D) space.
The amplitude ratio and phase difference,
representing the polarization, and frequency
are the coordinates of this 3D space.

When just noise is present the locations
are uncorrelated and randomly spread over
time. The locations of a signal with noise
however will be concentrated in that space

Two Orthogonal Antennas
Two orthogonal antennas, liketwoidentical

small active receiving loops (Figure 1),
provide two different but co-located antenna
signals. Noise arrives from all directions
with varying power and polarization. The
resulting signal is random in time. The phase
difference and amplitude ratio between the
antenna signals are also random in time.
Even two man-made noise sources with about
equal signal stÍength can result in random
behavior. This makes the noise floor random
and renders a noise canceller less effective. Of
course a single strong man-made noise source
can be present. Then noise cancelling is the
flrst line of attack.

Received s§-wave signals like SSB and
CW however will only drift slowly in time
in direction of arival and in polarization.
The signals of both antennas will be highly

Figure 1 -Two orthogonal small active re-
ceiving loop antennas, each 1.25 m by 1.25 m.
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Figure 2 - Possible locations oÍ a SSB signal power with noise over a short period oÍ time in
the 3D space.
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Man-made noise, and hence. the noise
floor on the HF bands in urban areas has
significantly increased over the yearsr.
Especially in the evening, local man-made
noise (QRM) levels can be very high.
When living in such an urban area and
having limited space for antennas. noise
cancelling can be used to attenuate a single
identifiable man-made noise source. The
remaining noise floor is the sum of multiple
man-made noise sources and natural noise.
Noise reduction can be used to mitigate this
noise floor. The presented approach uses the
signals of tu,o small ofihogonal antennas to
flnd the signals in the noise. It incorporates
one mouse-click canceiling and measuring
propagation polarization behavior over
frequency. It is a new approach to the one
published by Simonsr.
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over time. They not only will be concentrated
in the 2D space of a single frequency, but
also over a certain frequency span. Because
of modulation the frequency components
in a signal cover a bandwidth. In Figure 2

signal components of an SSB signal are
present around 600 Hz and 1.1 kHz. They
are concenffated on each frequency and over
a limited frequency span. The higher power
level of the signal components is indicated
by a darker dot.

The thick lines in Figure 3 indicate the

3D spaces in the processing. An empty
3D space is filled on the corresponding
locations with the power of the frequency
components of the selected signal. The noise
reduction is based on the assumption that the
concentration of power in the 3D space over
time represents an estimate of the location of
the signal in that space. The concentration of
power over time is calculated by perfoming
in sequence a low-pass f,ltering in time and a

3D low pass flltering in space. The result is a
low pass flltered space.

The noise floor is a sample of the low-
pass filtered space when only noise is
present. The power level in the noise floor is
a measure for the expected signal levels. It
is needed to normalize the low-pass flltered
space. By scaling it to the marimum power
in the noise floor the space can be weighted
using a sigmoid function. The sigmoid
function soft limits the space. The soft-
limited concentration of power in the 3D
space over time now not only represents an
estimate of the location of the signal in space,

but also whether it is a signal or noise.
The selected antenna signal is then

weighted (filtered) by using the actual
locaíon as a pointer to the weighting factor in
this softlimited low-pass Íiltered 3D space.

Processing in Frequency Domain
The audio output signals from two phase

coherent receivers are processed with 8 kHz
sample frequency. The processing is done in
the frequency domain using a 512 sample
long FFT/IFFT and 8 times overlap with a
64 ms long Hann window. Each frequency
bin is 15.625 Hz. With the Hann window
this results n a22.5 Hz bandwidth C3 dB).

Figure 3 - Noise reduction processing using a 3D space.

Equivalent noise bandwidth (ENBW) is
about 23.5 Hz. In order to have enough
measurements in time of the specffa (125 per
second) at least 8 times overlap is needed.
The Hann window is applied also after the
IFF! because rather extreme filtering is
possible3.

Both antenna signals A and B are real
signals in time. The FFT provides for each
antenna 512 frequency bins with complex
numbers. The output of the FFT however is
conjugate slmmetric and only 256 of the 512
bins need to be processed. The bin containing
the dc component is skipped.

Spatial lnformation
Each pair of signal A and signal B bins

can be plotted in a2D space. The location
in that space is set by the phase difference P
(x-axis) and the amplitude ratio rR §-axis),

P =angle(A)-angle(B); [0'<P < 360"]

It is not practical to use the amplitude
ratio directly. If the magnitude of antenna A
is lAl and of antenna B is lBl the ratio is set by,

zero. Noise will have random locations in
that space. In Figure 4A the locations in a
single bin over 4 seconds are plotted. Each
dot is one of 4x125 measurements. The
distribution in space depends on the statistics
of the noise in a bin. The randn function
of Matlaba is used to generate normally-
distributed pseudorandom numbers.

If a circularly polarized carrier wave
signal is added with a 3 dB signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) on the antenna signals, the
locations h space (Figure 4B) will become
concentrated at the signal location. The
relative phase of the circular polarized signal
components is -90o and their amplitude ratio
is 1. With an SNR of 3 dB in a single bin the
concentration in space is already signiÍicant.

Concentration in space is the number
of measurements per unit of area over
time. However not only the location in
space, but also the power is available h the
measurements. Noise will have random
locations and random power (Figure 5A).
A carrier wave signal with a 3 dB SNR
(Figure 5B) will express itself by a higher
concentration and by a higher power. The
sum of the noise and the carrier wave signal
is concentrated around the location of the
carrier wave signal. A higher signal to noise
ratio results in a greater concentration of
power in space.
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Figure 4 -The concentration in space in a single bin (23 Hz bandwidth) oÍ lust noise on both
antennas (A), and the same noise with a circular polarized signal with 3 dB SNR (B). Each dot

is one of 4x125 measurements over 4 seconds.
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Extracting the Spatial lnformation
The spatial information we need is in the

concentration of power in space over time. It
is derived by calculating per unit area the sum
of the power over time. Calculating over time
is a low-pass filter operation of the power in
space over the measurements. Calculating
per unit area the sum ol the por.r er in space is

a 2D low-pass filtering operation. Two Írlters
are needed: low-pass filtering in time and

low- pass Íiltering in space.

The Spaces
First the locations in space of the

measurements have to be quantized to reduce

the size of the space for processing. The
processing is performed for all 256 frequency
bins. The space of each frequency bin is

called a subspace. The size of the subspace
is set to 16 by 16 forming 256 locations. A
further reduction is implemented for SSB by
combining the measurements of 4 consecutive
subspaces into a single subspace. This reduces

the number of subspaces from 256 to ó4. In
this way 64 (16x16 size) subspaces have to be
processed. CW needs only about a qualer of
the 4 kHz spectrum and a single Írcquency bin
is used in a subspace.

Figure 6 shows the 64 (l6xl6 size)
subspaces. Four subspaces are sliced out of
the full 3D space. The white square indicates
a possible location of a signals power in space

on a single frequency in subspace 45. Instead

ofprocessing it as a 3D space, all subspaces

are combined in a single 2D space. The single
2D space consists of 64 subspaces in a row.
Total size is 16x1024. Thus Íbr SSB the row
consists of 64 frequency ranges of 4 bins and
Íbr CW of I bin.

The 16x1024 space is clearly not a

convenient display presentation. The total
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Figure 7 - All 64 subspaces are combined
Íor displaying in a 128x128 image. The white

square indicates a possible location oÍ a
signal power in subspace 45.Top-left lowest
f requency, bottom-right highest Írequency.

space is reorganized for displaying as a 2D
image consisting of 8x8 subspaces (Figure 7).

Low Pass Filtering in Time
The {iltering in time of the l6xl024 2D

space is implemented as a RC-iike filter with
an attack and a decay time constant. Each
Iocation in that space is flltered over time. In
Figure 8 the default time constants are 25 ms
tbr attack and 38 ms for decay. Each dot is a

measurement in 8 ms steps.

In Figure 9 the low-pass filter is
applied. otherwise there would be only 4
measurements in the plot. Noise is spread
over the whole subspace (Figure 9A). The
signal concentrate\ the measurements in
subspace (Figure 9B). Because 4 bins are
combined in the subspace for SSB, the
noise Íiom the other 3 bins is also present.

The locations in these bins are also afÍècted
by the carrier wave signal as a result of
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Figure 5 -The concentration oÍ power in a
single bin (23 Hz bandwidth) oÍ only noise (A)
on both antennas and the same noise with a
circularly polarized signal with 3 dB SNR (B).
Each dot is one oÍ 4x125 measurements over

4 seconds.
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Figure 6 -The 64 (16x16 size) subspaces are combined in a single 16x1024 2D space Íor processing.
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Figure 8 -The RGlike low-pass time Íilter
deÍault response over 120 ms on a single

measurements with amplitude oÍ 1.

spectral leakage. For CW the default decay
is scaled four times longer. The number of
measurements in a subspace is four times
lower and a longer decay increases the
number of effective measurements.

Low Pass Filtering in Subspace
The low-pass filtering in space is

performed by filtering the spectrum of the
2D space. A 2D FFT calculates the spectrum

of the 2D space. The specffum is multiplied
with a 2D low-pass f,lter (LPF). The result is
transformed back with a 2D IFFT (Figure 10).

The coefficients for the LPF can be
calculated from the required impulse
response in a subspace. If the required
response is known, the coefficients are

obtained by the inverse-IFFT (or FFT) on

that response. The FFT of the response is
the product of the spectrum of the input
space with a single location filled with an

amplitude of 1 and of the LPF. So the LPF
coefflcients can be calculated by dividing
the FFT of the response and the FFT of the

impulse in the input space.

As a response a Tukey (tapered cosine)
window is used in the phase and in the ratio
direction in space, because it is flexible in
setting window shapes. The total 2D low-
pass filter is the product of the LPF for the
phase direction and for the ratio direction.

A signal will concentrate the power
at the signal's location (Figure 11). This
increases the level at that location at the cost

of the other locations in the subspace. This
is a positive effect, because it enhances the

signal's location.
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Figure 9 -The effect of the low-pass Íiltering in time on a SSB subspace with (A) only the
noise, and (B) the same noise with a circularly polarized signal at 3 dB SNR.
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Figure 10 - Block diagram of the low-pass Íiltering in space.
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the response of the total LPF calculating the concentration oÍ power in a volume in 3D space.
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Low Pass Filtering over Frequency
Until now the Íiltering was limited to each

single subspace. It is expected that the signal
components will overlap in consecutive
subspaces. So there is also a concentÍation
of power in subspaces over frequency. The
LPF can be ertended in the same way to
perform a lovn'-pass filtering of locations over
subspaces. Fi-eure 12 shows the response
using a Tukey u'indou,over 9 subspaces.

The combination of 4 bins in a single
subspace for SSB acts in-principle as a

low-pass Íilter over li'equency. Just like the
quantization of the locations in subspace
to 16x16 acts as a 1ow-pass lilter in the
subspace. The span of the 4 bins is about
4.5x15.625 Hz='70H2.

Spatial Filtering
A signal is spatial f,ltered by weighting

the signal components in the frequency bins
according the location in a weighted space.
The weighted space is based on an estimate
of the signal locations - an estimate of the
noise as a reference and a weighting function.
The locations in the weighted space contain a
measure of whether it is a signal or noise. The
locations ofthe signals in the bins are used as

pointers to the weighted space.

Estimating the Location of the Signal
The current time-filtered and space-

f,ltered subspaces contain the estimate of the
location in space of the present signal. It is
a result of calculating the concentration of
power in the 3D space over time.

Estimating the Noise Floor
The sum ofthe power on each location over

all subspaces is called bulk space. When it is
sampled, if only noise is present, it represents
the noise floor of the receiving system and
the received noise. It is expected that the ievel
and the statistics ofthe noise is stationary over
time. The noise floor is a simple representation
or estimate of this statistics.

The noise floor is shaped by the
statistics of the locations in space and the
corresponding power: (.concentration x
power). The power depends on the selected
antenna signal. The locations in space are

set by the noise (amplitude) statistics of both
antennas. The result is that at the borders of
the ratio ft on the y-axis the measurements
are less frequent. This frequency dorninates
in the noise floor level, because it sets the
concentration over time. At the borders of
the y-axis the noise floor level will be lower.

In the example (Figure 13) instead of
using the sum ofthe antennaA andB signals,
the strongest signal according location in
space is selected for the power. The noise
floor has to be scaled to the actual receivers
(audio) bandwidth to get the noise floor
in a subspace. Only subspaces within the
receiver's bandwidth contain noise. If the
bandwidth is smaller the sum of subspaces
is lower.

In a practical situation the SSB/CW signal
can be present making it difÍicult to sample
the noise floor at the right moment. The sum
over all locations in bulk space represents the
total power. It is expected that this total power
is minimal when only the noise is present.
The noise floor is detected by monitoring this
power over a period of time and sampling the
bulk space when the power has its minimum.
Because there will be variations on the noise
floor, an averaged minimum is needed. A
moving average over 8 noise floor estimations
is calculated and sampled.

Weighting by Soft Limiting
Weighting uses infomation of the noise

floor and the current time flltered and space

flltered subspaces (2D space) containing
the location estimation of the signal. The
maximum power in the noise floor is an
indication of the expected signal levels.
The 2D space is scaled (normalized) to
this maximum. This allows an alternative
sigmoid function (Figure 14) to be used as a
soft limiter. It calculates the weighting gain in
space based on this scaled space. The gain is
called soft-limited gain (Figure l5).

The soft-limited 2D space locations
contain a measure for whether it is a noise
(Figure 16,{) or signal (Figure 168). The
locations of the signals in the frequency bins
are used as pointers to the soft-limited 2D
space. The resulting soft-limited gain is used
for weighting the signal.

Selecting Antenna Space and
Signals

Antenna Space
The location in subspace is the result of

the selected antenna signal space. Up until
now the antenna signals provided by the
linear polarized antennas A and B are used.
Any linear polarized signal can be seen as

the sum of two circular polarized signals.
The Left and Right hand circular polarized
antenna signals L and fi can be calculated by
summing both signals with +90'phase shift.
In the frequency domain the phase shift can
be calculated much easier by multiplying the
complex numbers of the spectrum of one
antenna with +/-1i. In this way the linear
polarized antennas A and B provide also
the signals of a left hand and of a right hand
circular polari zed antenna.

Signals
The location in subspace is always set

by the amplitude of the two signals of the
selected antenna space. The power used in
the subspaces however is set by the selected
signal. For the best estimate of the location of
the signal in space, the power of the selected
signal needs to have the best SNR. Even if
the location of the signal in space is found,
the sum of the signal and the noise will be
passed by the noise reduction. It is only
Íiltered by the noise reduction; the noise is

I

Figure 13 -The scaled sampled noise floor
as a result oÍ combining time Íiltering and

space Íiltering oÍ only noise.
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Figure 14 - Block diagram oÍ the alternative sigmoidlunclion used as a soft limiter.The scaled space is multiplied by the steepness limited
between 0 and 1, and squared.
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not subtracted. A 1èw dB or more in SNR

can be gained by selecting the signal with
the best SNR, especially when using noise

cancelling. In that way we gain from having

two antennas.
Five signals can be selected:

o Noise cancelled
e Diversity (Mono)
o Diversity (Stereo)
. AIL (anterna A or L)
o B/R (antennaB orR).

Any combination of the two antenna

signals results in a location in space that is

noise cancelled.
The polarization diversity signal is a

selection between A and B (or 1- and R)

signals based on the location in subspace.

The strongest antenna signal is selected and

used for estimating the location. With Mono
the noise reduction (sofllimiter gain) acts on

this signal and with Stereo on both antenna

signals (enabling Stereo Diversity Noise
Reduction). In principle, selection of one of
the antenna signals is not needed, but it skips

the need for setting the noise cancelling.

lmplementation and GUI
The processing, includingthe GUI of Figure

17, was developed and proto§ped in Matlab/

Simulink. At the right, the spaces are displayed

as an image. The subspaces of a SSB signal

are displayed showing frequency selective

locations in the subspaces (white dots).

All noise reduction settings are located

on the bottom row. The AGC is at the end

of the processing. The required space and

signal can be selected, the detection of the

noise floor can be enabled, the noise floor
itself and a dc level can be used as an optional

threshold. The detection Noise Floor switch

enables finding and updating the noise floor.

While it is switched ON, a new noise floor is
tracked until switched OFF. The settings of
the Time Filter, Space Filtering and the Soft

Limiter are at the bottom right.

One Mouse-Click Noise Cancelling
In the GUI bulk space, the sum of all

subspaces, can be selected for displaying.
In Figure 18 bulk space shows the location

of an identiflable man-made noise source
in space. It is resized to 128x128 using
bilinear interpolation for displaying and for
a higher location resolution. The maximum
in the display (white cloud) indicates the

location. The location can be selected by
cLicking on it in the displayed image. The

acquired coordinates in the image can then

be recalculated to the settings needed for
the noise canceller. The antenna with the

sffongest man-made noise is known from
the location and it's signal is scaled down
before subfracting. So only a single mouse-

click is needed to set the noise canceller.
The location is valid only ifit is not already

noise-cancelled by accident. Clicking on the

opposite (or another) location in space will
reveal the corect location and will show an

increase in noise level on the S-meters.

If the man-made noise is present only on

one of the antennas A or B, the location will
be spread over the x-axis, because the phase

difference is in the noise. The maximum is

then spread also and is less visible' Switching
to the L/À space will reveal the location of the

maximum at ratio R = 0 (amplitude L equals

amplitude À) and at a phase difference of
0' or 180o, because it is a linearly polarized

signal with a fixed orientation. Instead of
noise cancelling in the AIB space, the B or
A signal can then be selected for processing.

Local man-made noise can also be
circular polarized, especially in the near fleld.
The signal at antenna L or R can be zero. In
that case the man-made noise will become
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Figure 15 -The alternative sigmoidÍunction in decibels.The soft-limited gain as Íunction oÍ
- the scaled 2D space with steepness:0.5,0.25 and 0.125'
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Figure 17 -The GUI with subspaces displaying a Írequency selective Íading SSB signal
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Figure
cloud
made

span bandwidth can be selected when FSF is
present. Ifnoise cancelling has to be used the
signal can fade on the noise cancelled location.
Diversity is the prefened signal selection when
frequency selective fading is present and there
is no dominant man-made noise source.

When the polarization of the signal is
mainly circular or elliptical, the A/B space
is preferred. The locations are mainly on
the x-axis and the phase difference is a well
deflned +90o.

ff the signals are linearly polarized and
rotating, the location can be at the edges
oï AIB space and the phase difference can
become random over the entire 360". The
L/R space is then preferred, because the
linear signals are on the x-axis and the phase
difference is better defined.

Both the spacesAlB andURtse the phase
difference. If one of the antenna signals drops
in amplitude because of drifting polarization,
the phase difference becomes noisy and even
can be set by the noise if that signal becomes
zero. This affects the concentration in the
subspaces. It is however compensated by the
3 dB higher signal level ofthe other antenna
signal.

Phase Coherent Receivers
Both receivers must be as identical as

possible. Most critical is the phase behavior.
Common names are phase coherent, phase
locked and phase synchronous. However, they
don't necessarily indicate the same phase. It
is essential that both receivers use the same
local oscillator signals for equal frequency and
equal phase. It is not practical when the phase

difference is not fixed and jumps to other
values when tuning over the band. As a result
every change in frequency needs measuring
the changedphase difference again orresetting
the noise cancelling again.

Less critical are the phase/gain frequency
responses of both receivers. As long as the
phase/gain frequency response over the
audio band is Íixed it can be equalized in the
processing. A non-flat frequency response

18 - Bulk space showing the white
I representing a single 10 dB man-
noise over noise source (scaled to

maximum).

can be flattened in the processing. The pass

band must be flat, because a single noise
floor reference is used for all frequency bins.
IIF filtering affects the phase difference also
when tuning over the band. Fixed differences
like gain differences and phase offsets can
be calibrated out and so are less critical.
The AGC must be performed after the noise
cancelling and noise reduclion.

There are professional analog receivers
designed for diversity reception (such as

Collins R3904) or direction Íinding (such
as Telefunken Telegon) that can be used.
However they are raÍe or expensive. Some
ham fansceivers support diversiS, reception,
but the phase difference is not Íixed. Another
option is to make two analog receivers (such
as two Elecraft K2 receivers) phase-fixed by
sharing the same local oscillators.

SDR receivers are a modern and
practical implementation of potentially
identical phase-fixed receivers. During
the development of the noise reduction, I
switched from using two analog K2 receivers
to using the ANAN20OD.e The ANAN200D
receivers however - as practically all
SDR receivers for ham radio with multiple
spectral capture units - are not phase flxed.
The phase difference is not known and can
jump to other values when tuning. That is
the main reason receiver equalization in the
processing is still needed. Equalization uses
an extemal noise source connected to both
receiver irpttts. kruerSDR software runs on
a second separate computer so all processing
power of the first processing computer stays
available for the noise reduction. The analog
line-out of the ANAN200D is fed via a sound
card to the processing computer. Running it
all on one computer might be possible, but
the phase difference in the Power,SDR audio
interfacing is not controlled.

Test Signals and Screen Recordings
Most actual band signals vary too much

in SNR for testing pulposes. The question is
at what minimum SNR level are the signals
still readable. Because of fading actual band
signals are usually not constantly at that
controlled level.

One set of test signals can be made
aftificially in a separate Simulink model by
combining actual band man-made noise
and actual band signals with a very high
SNR. Signal parts with about equal signal
strength are selected out. The content ofthe
conversation is not relevant. In that way the
overall SNR can be controlled by adding the
signal to the noise with a tunable level. This
is valid, because actual signals are also the
sum of band noise and signal. Inthe Simulink
model the rms levels of the noise and of the
signal can be measured so the SNR level can
be set to known values. A time constant of
125 ms is used in the rms measurements. The
peak rms value of the signal represents the
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best visible rn the AlB space at ratio À = 0
with a +90o phase difference. Instead of
noise cancelling in the l/R space, the.R or L
signal can then be selected ifpolarization of
the signal allows.

The noise canceller setting result in one
space can be convefied to the setting needed
in the other space. So noise cancelling can
be done in the space showing the man-made
noise location best and so giving the best noise
cancelling setting. This makes it also possible
to switch between spaces without needing to
update the noise cancelling )etting.

In practice, the noise on both antennas
will not be perfectly uncorrelated and the
noise can show a preference in location. In an
urban area this can be caused by a dominant
man-made noise source, by poor balancing
of the loop antennas or by coupling with
surrounding objects or other antennas. This
Iocation will be visible in bulk space and the
noise canceller can be set to this location for
best noise cancelling.

Noise cancelling in effect maximizes the
polarization mismatch and./or the radiation
pattem for mn-ximum attenuation of the noise
source.

Propagation
Knowledge of propagation is needed to

understand the signal location5'6 in space. All
shortwave signals travelling through ionized
media [in the presence of Earth's magnetic
fleld, - Ed.l propagate by two modes, the
ordinary (O) and extraordinary GC modeT'E.

The signals of both modes are opposite-
elliptically polarized. NYIS signals on 80 m
in the Netherlands are nearly circularly
polarized during the day, because the
ordinary wave predominates. Selecting the
lefrhand circular signal increases the SNR
up to 3 dB. When selecting the right-hand
circular signal the SNR can decrease more
than 20 dB. Also, on the other bands like
40 m, the signals can be elliptical polarized.
When both modes are present at about equal
amplitude the resulting polarization becomes
linear and the orientation will rotate (drift)
over time. Predominant§ linearly polarized
signals are rarely stable in linearity and
orientation. The propagation attenuation
and delay of the X and O mode signals drift
independently in time. If the signal on one
antenna drifts below the noise the phase
difference will become noisy. The location of
a drifting elliptically polarized signal traces a
nice circle in subspace over time.

Multipath reception can cause frequency
selective fading (FSF). It is not only expressed
in the frequency selective amplitude, but also
in the frequency selective polarization. As a
result, the locations in space will be frequency
selective. Because the subspaces are filtered
independently, the noise reduction can very
well cope with that. It limits however the
use of the frequency span flltering. A lower
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peak value of the transmitter's power and so

of the signal strength.
A second set of test and demonstration

signals are actual band signals without
modifications. Artificial noise and CW
are also used as a test signal. Audio noise
reduction examples and screen recordings
are presentedro in audio samples and screen

recordings.

Discussions
A single strong man-made noise source

has to be resolved for best noise reduction
results. It behaves like a signal and has a
preferred location in space. This affects
the noise reduction, because the location
of a signal is pulled to the location of this
noise source depending on the signal's
ampJitude. For the same reason, diversiq, is
not effective when a sffong man-made noise
source is present. Diversity is preferred ifno
single dominant man-made noise source is
present. A signal cannot then be cancelled or
attenuated by noise cancelling.

Conclusions
With the one mouse-click noise cancelling

even the weakest identifiable man-made
noise source or any noise preference can be

cancelled fast and easily. The presented stereo

diversity noise reduction is very effective
by using the signals of two orthogonal
antennas. It is based on the concentration of

signal power over time in a 3D space. Only
minimal information of the SSB and CW
signal is needed. The noise reduction has one

problem. Except for the very weak signals
you can't tell anything about the signal
strength just by listening. You must switch
offthe noise reduction for that.

The filtering in the subspaces can be
regarded as polarization filtering, not
including direction of arrival. In that way
the noise reduction uses filtering over time,
frequency and polarization. At the same time
it can benefit from selecting the best space

and best signal for the actual band conditions.
It enables stereo diversity noise reduction.

Selecting Íhe best space and best signal
are the most relevant settings. In an urban
area the noise cancelled signal is the best
selection most of the time, unless the location
of the man-made noise source coincides with
the signal location in space.

Displaying the polarization behavior of
the signals over frequency gives feedback
for a better understanding of the propagation
trends over time. The presence of elliptical
polarization or frequency selective fading
becomes visible. It also helps in selecting
the best space and best signal for the band
conditions.

Displaying both the location of the signals

and of the man-made noise enables you to
see if the location of the man-made noise and

the location of the signal coincides.

Jan Simon,s, PAOSIM, has been a licensed
radio amateur since 1975. He worl« os a

ruixed analo g/di giÍal ele ctronic engine er fo r
Oce/Canon, a printer and copier cr.tmpany in

The Netherlands. Developing mixed signal
ASICs.for piezo inkiet print heads and methods

.for usíng the piez.o as a sensor.for detecting
undetperfotming nozzles i,s a part of his job.

As a radio amateur, besides the technical parl
ofthe hobby, he especially enjoys working DX
and CW on,\J7()tlwaNe.
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20M-WSPR-Pi is a 20N4 TX Shield for the Raspberry Pi. Set up your own
20t\4 WSPR beacon transmitter and monitor propagation from your station on
the wsprnet"org web site. The TAPR 20tvl-WSPR-Pi turns virtually any
Raspberry Pi computer board into a 20tM QRP beacon transmitter. Compatible
with versions 1,2, 3 and even the Raspberry Pi Zerol

TAPR is a non-profit amateur radio organization that develops new communications technology, provides useful/affordable

hardware, and promotes the advancement of the amateur art through publications, meetings, and standards. ÍVlembership

includes an e-subscription to the TAPR Packet SÍaÍus RegisÍer quarterly newsletter, which provides upto-date news and user/
technical information. Annual membership costs $25 worldwide. Visit www.tapr.org for more information.

NEW! fte TIGG is a two channel counter that can time events

with 60 picosecond resolution. lt works with an Arduino

l\4ega 2560 processor board and open source software.

Think of the most precise stopwatch you've ever seen, and

you can imagine how the TICC might be used. The TICC

will be available from TAPR in early 2017 as an

assembled and tested board with Arduino processor board

and software included.

Trcc
High-resolution 2-channel Counter
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